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the leaked version of the game also includes some more experimental levels, including the "walking
simulator" level, where the player was meant to use a large power crank to move objects. this led to
them developing an entire content-based mission where they had to use the crank to destroy several
ships. you were only allowed to move the blue barrels, but not the green ones, so you had to destroy
the green barrels to progress. it was also a minigame, where the difficulty increased in each stage,
and there were two different endings, based on whether the player was able to knock out all three
ships or not. eventually, they could only move the green barrels and had to destroy the green ones

to progress. they never were able to implement this officially and shelve it. however, it's an excellent
demonstration of their early focus on smaller content-based missions and of their content-creation

abilities, which they refined during development and remained consistent between different
versions. the walking simulator and the cos final mission could both be realized in the retail version

of the game (a number of them had already been realized, but were never intended to be in the
retail product), but were removed at some point because they were not considered enough polish to
be released publicly. the leaked version included other unused content, among them the first level
they were going to launch with when the game was publicly released, the neuromods, the torque
(emotion system), and the license plate system. i was thinking of getting only the $150 version of
the games. but i guess the steam version would be more useful, since you can launch the games

from steam. so why not get the steam version, if you’re planning to use it?
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when the game was released in 2001, it only sold
about 2 million copies in its first month of release,
losing steam by the end of 2002. not only was half-

life 2's sales disappointing in comparison to its
predecessor, half-life 1, its multiplayer modding
community was also decimated. by 2003, the

community had all but disappeared, with only a few
active members who were mostly focusing on half-
life 2's development, and the first half-life 2 mod,

which was officially released on november 10, 2003.
the lack of a fix from valve was met with criticism on
counter-strike: source multiplayer servers and users

expected valve to release a patch to patch the
game. however, valve chose to release the free half-

life 2: episode one in early november 2003,
explaining that the game was the result of a

"continuum" of valve's work and that the source
code leak did not occur until after the release of
episode one. [4] [3] according to valve designer

robin walker, valve learned of the crack of its
network through a phone call. a public beta was

announced for half-life 2: episode one on november
7, 2003. the beta period was planned to be "no

more than a few weeks". "with episode one, we're
really just saying, 'look, we're putting half-life 2 out,
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let's get crack users out of the game and get it
really good for a bigger launch.'" [5] however,

valve's apparent failure to patch the source code
leak in time had a negative impact on the opening

day of the beta period, with certain players
reporting server errors. valve became concerned

that the beta period would not be successful,
resulting in it being extended. as of early november
2003, only 18,000 copies of the episode one beta

were shipped. 5ec8ef588b
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